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Chapter2Recent　advances　in　mobility　assistive

　　　　　　　　　　devices　for　stairs　or　curbs

　　　This　Section　pmvides　an　overview　of　recent　advances　in　m〔）bi］ity　assistive　devices

aヤal］ablc　fbr　curbs　or　stairs　at　the　time〔）f　writing．The　c（〕verage　f〔）cuses（）n　the　curb　or　stair

climbingabllityorthedevices，

2．1　　Curb　assistive　mechanisms　for　whee］chairs

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　W『heeIChalr　casterV㌧一hcclchair　caster

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　＼盛諮
＼凄驚酬

（a）Additi（〕nalwheeh］lustraτion（b）additi（〕na］wheelph（〕ω　lc）Curbcatcherillustrati（）n

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Fig．16Curb　assisdve　mechanisms

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　P’1‘）r‘）（一〇μr榔）一‘ゾーS加ρr敏・r㈲

●　　　　　Features

　　　　　Raiscs　thc　cllrb　negotiatingabi］ity　ofa　whee］chaiビs　front　wheels

　　　　　Rctrofitable　to　a　wide　range　of　manually　propeIlcd　and　powcred　whcelchairs

　　　　　Low　cost

　　　　　Light　weight

●　　　　　Negative　points

　　　　－Incrcasedfr（〕nta］arearequiredfbrtuming（additi｛）nalwhee］・nly）

　　　　一Cann〔）t・peratebackwards（curbcatcher・nly）

　　　　一　N〔）t　availab］e　f（｝r　or　compatible　wlth　all　types（〕fwheelchairs
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e con]n]ents 
At the time of writing a numbcr of curb as sis ting devices are available for manually 

propelled and powercd whcclchairs One h, uch device provides additional wheels mounted on the 

front wheel castcr asscmblie~. [17] The additional wheels are positioned a little forward and 

higher than thc wheelchair's casters ~o as to hit thc curb t~lrst and raiso thc t'ront of thc whcelchair 

and enablc casier negotiution of curbs This is illustratcd in Fig 16(a) and dcpictcd in Fig, 16(b) 

Anothcr device is the positioning of a hingcd curb catcher as shown in Fig, 16(c). The curb 

catchcr hits the curb and rotates as shown b), the dotted line res ulting in lifting the front of the 

whee]chair enabling negotiation curbs 

2.2 Curb capable povvered vvheelchairs and mobility scooters 

~r 
rh-¥ 

l d"'t 
I '!'~ 

1"s!' 

(a) 150mm curb WheelChair 

Fi ,_~ ' 

(b) 120mm curb 4WD scooter 

l 7 Curb capablc mobi]ity assistive devices 

Pl70tos courtesv ofA I mobilit~' [a), and SerioJapan (b) 

e Features 

High curb negotiating ability ( 1 50cm powered wheelchair/ 1 20cm mobility scootcr) 

High level of mobility in most environments 

High level of stability (cf. manually propellcd whcelchair) 

Easy to operatc (mobility scooter only) 
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e Negative points 

- Large turning circle (mobility scooter only) 

- Joystick operation difficult (powered wheeichair only) 

- Heavy (therefore very difficult to assist with stairs or 

equipment) 

van entry without special 

e comments 
Persons with iimited upper limb ability have traditionally used such as a fully powered 

wheelchair, however the task of controlling a powered wheelchair is relatively difficult and 

research continues toward simplifying this task refer to [ 1 8] -[2 1 J . The powered wheelchair shown 

in Fig. 1 7(a) [22] is designed to negotiate curbs up to 1 50mm, the front wheels (anti-tip device) 

are adjustable in height and are raised when curb negotiation is required. Mobility scooters such 

as that shown in Fig. 1 7(b) L23] have become inereasingly popular for both elderly and disabled 

persons, part of the reason for increased popularity is they are easier to control compared to the 

powered wheelchair and seem to have gained greater acceptance by the public compared to the 

powered wheelchair. While both powered wheelchairs and mobiiity scooters provide exceilent 

general purpose mobility their weight makes assistance with stairs or van entry without special 

equipment very difficult. A wide variety of lifting mechanisms are available, however at 

significant cost and tradeoff in terms of space etc (refer to Sections I .6.2 and 2.8). 
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(a) TAQT wheelchair (b) TAQT prmciple ofoperation (c) TAQT spnng wheel elose up 

Fig. 1 8 Terrain-Adaptive Quadru-T'rack (TAQT) based wheelchair 

Photos and illustration co urtesy of Shigeo Hirose 
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　　　A4WD　m㏄hanism　provides　improved　corb　negotiation　compared　to2WD（2wh㏄I

drive）operation，however　a4WD　mechanism　is　not　well　suited　to　stails｛br3fUudamental

reasons・Firstly廿1e　lack　of　necessary　traction，secondarily山e　changc　of　vehiclo　ang！e　du貞ng山e

stahl　climb　reduces　the　vehicles　stability　to　unacceptably　low　levds　and　finally　in　the　case　of　a

vehicle　propelling　a　person　such　as　a　wheelchair　the　seat　angle　should　idea皿y　remain　relatively

constant．A　prototype　mechanism　deali皿g　with　alt　of　these　issues　is　outlined　in［24］．The

Teπain－Adaptive　Quadmぞrack（TAQT）based　wh㏄lchair　prototype　is　pictured　in　Fig．18（a），the

principle　of　COG　modi行cation　ilIustrated　in　Fig・18（b）Imd　a　close　up　of　a　wheel（spring　Ioaded）

ghpping　a　stair　edge　is　shown　in　Fig．18（c）．

2．3 Track　based　stair－dimbers

趣、

「

（a）Autonomous　stair－climbing　wheelchair　（b）Stair－climbing　wheelchair　transportcr

　　　　　　　　　　　　Fig．19Modem　single　track　based　stairdimbers

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　PぬorO3CO曜fε3ツqfπ03μ加e4ま008m叩

● Featur㏄

　Stair－climbing　ability

　Autonomous　stair－climbing　possible（autonomous　stahl－climbing　wheelchaironly）

　Suitable　to　most　outdoor　sta童s　and　some　indoof　stairs

　Simple　operation（c£non－track　based　stahl－climbing　m㏄hanisms）
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Provides stair-climbing ability for standard wheelchairs (transporter oniy) 

Provides for general purpose off stair operation (autonomous stair-climbing 

wheelchair only) 

e Negative points 

- Must climb stairs backwards 

- Special mechanisms required for off stair operation and changing to and from 

stair-climb angle 

- Non slip mechanism required when on stairs (tread/ knobs), asynchronism between 

stair edges and tread/ knobs results in high non linear pressures exerted on stair 

edge s 

- Unsuitable for most indoor stairs and some outdoor stairs 

- Heavy (cf. standard power wh eelchair - autonomous stair-climbing wheelchair only) 

e comments 
Tracked climbers are dealt with in more detail in Section 4. A modern single tracked fully 

autonomous stair-climber and powered wheelchair is shown in Fig. 1 9(a) and a platform used to 

carry a wheelchair and user up or down stairs is shown in Fig. 1 9(b) 125]. An older technology 

single track stair-climber is shown in Fig. 62 (powered stair-climber - free wheeling on the flat) 

and Fig. 64 (tracked stair-climbing wheelchair transporter operating at a station in Japan). The 

central advantage of the use of tracks is the independence or robustness regarding the type of stair 

or surface being negotiated. Disadvantages of track based operation include the high pressure 

exerted on the stair edges therefore iimiting use to stairs with appropriately robust leading edges. 

An anti-slip mechanism is required while on the stairs and a mechanism is required to ensure the 

device changes to and from the stair angle in a controlled manner at the top of stairs. 

Regarding the most fundamental track based problem, that of the high pressure exerted on 

the stair edges a deformable traek has been proposed and modeled in [41 ･ The track consists of 

deformable or hysteresis blocks configured as shown in Fig. 20(a). The principle of operation is 

showa in Fig. 20(c), namely to spread the stair edge load over a hrger area as well as inherently 

provide a means to prevent slipping that is not reliant on the track tread (knobs) synchronizing 

with the stair edges. This compares with a regular wheelchair track as depicted in Fig. 58(a), 

illustrated in Fig. 58(b) and discussed in Chapter 4. 



(a) XEVIUS tracks 

Fig. 20 Xcro-Viscous Upstair Service (XEVIUS) deformable tracks 
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(b) XEVIUS track c]ose up (c) XEVIUS track PrinciPle 

Photo a'Id illustration courtes~' of Shigeo Hirose 

2t4 Lightweight wheelchair stair'lclimbing attachments 

C- r~ fl T 
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(a) Stair~limb mech. (b) Mech attachcd to wheelchair (c) Sta]r~:llmbung operatlon 

Fi,F~f 2 1 Scalamobile - stair~;limbing attachment 

e Features 
- Stair~:Iimbingability 

- Suitablc to almost all ~tairs (max stcp height up to 25cm Sca]amobile/ 2_lcm Cinax ) 

- Compact 

- Uscs cxisting wheelChair - no transfcr rcquired (Scalamobi]e only) 

- Lightwcight (- ~_?5Kg plus whcclchair Scalamobile/ - 32Kg t(xtal Cinax) 
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e Negative points 

- Requlres special instruction rcgarding usage ( Scalamobile only) 

- Dedicated assistant operated wheelchair - transrer required (Cinax only) 

- Orbital motion tends to be uncomfortable for pas'hengers (Scalamobile) 

- Auto~brake mechanism does not suit roughly surfaced stairs 

(a) 

, 

Fig. 

(b) 

, 

(c) 

i 'I 

(d) 

/ 

22 Scalamobile - principle of operation (a)~d), 

l!!ustration (aii) ,~)unesl' ofM(Lrl4bi!it}' lnc. 
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(e) Automatic brake 

automatic brake (e) 
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(a) C-max stair~:limber (b) stair cdgc brakcs (c) c]imber operation 

Fig 23 Cinax articulated lifting mcchanism based stairi:limbing wheelchair 

Photos courtesv of A Iber 
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●　　Comments
　　　　　The　addition｛）fstalr｛・］imbing　functionality　by　nccessity　incrcascs　a　whcclchaiビs　weight，

however　bンmaklng　this　functionality　modular　and　easily　rem｛）vable　from　the　whee］chair　it　can

bc　attached｛）n］ンwhen　requircd（Scalam〔）bile）Fig．21［26］．Two　pairs〔）f　wheels　operate　on

separaしe　axes，the　orbiting　motion　is　shown　in　Fig．22（a）一｛d）．The　C－max　wheelchair　operates　in　a

simi］arm呂nnert・theSca］am・bileexcept・nepair・fwheelsisreplacedwithli負ingProtrusi・ns

as　sh【）wn　in　Fig、23（c）．The　respecti、e　stair　edge　auto　brake　mcchanisms　arc　picturcd　in　Fig．

22（e）and　Fig、23（b）．

　　　　　The　stairてlimber　described　in　Scction4and　pictured　in　Fig、66（c）technically　qualifles　as

a　stairdimbing　atヒlchment．This　stalr－clhnbcr（KSC－C－10）has　been　devel（｝ped　by　Ky（｝wa

Indusn・ies［271inc〔）njuncti〔）nwith　NagasakiUnivcrsityandassociatedresearchgr（〕ups［281．The

（，perati（m　is　smooth　and　easy　t〔）operate、Howcvcr　the　size　and　weight〔）f　the　stair－chmbing　unit　is

much　greaterthan　such　as　the　Sca］amob］］e　or　C－max．

2．5 Wheel　cluster　based　stair｛1imbers

、

確
（a）three　whed　duster （b）R）urwhee］c］uster

Flg、24P〔）wered　single　c］uster　stair｛］imbers

　　　　　　　　　Phθ榔ω1’”κ∫ぎ¢Ho5ρ”η‘・」’（・d8r‘・叩‘’屈r1撚頃．m’η．c’」
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e Feat･u res 

Stair-climbing ability 

Suitable to almost all stairs 

Com pact 

Operate as general purpose powered wheelchairs 

Lightweight (cf. track based wheelchairs) 

, Negative points 

- Requires assistance (one person) for stair operation 

- Orbital stair-climbing operation may be uncomfortable for passengers 
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(b) stair-climb configuration 

Fig. 25 Wheel cluster based stair-climber with articulated balancing sliders 

Illustrations courtesy of US Patent 6,484, 829 BJ 
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e Comments 
Wheel clusters in their simplest form adapt the most conunon means of transportation 

'the wheel" to the most common obstacle to the wheel "the stair". If a single wheel cluster is 

used, a balancing mechanism is required for any form of stair~limbing. The term "Single wheel 

cluster" in this paper refers to the lateral configuration of 2 identical clusters of wheels. Operation 

on stairs is similar to the Scalamobile as shown in Fig. 21 (c), except the stair~limbing equipment 

is an integral part of the wheelchair, the models pictured in Fig. 24 also operate as standard 

powered wheelchairs, 3 wheel cluster Fig. 24(a) [25] and 4 wheel cluster Fig. 24(b) [29]. Fig. 

24~)) differs in operation in that it uses four cluster wheels for barrier free operation, that is there 

are no auxiliary front wheels or casters. A variation to the single cluster stair~:limber is detailed 

in [30], this mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 25 in barrier free and stair~limb modes respectively. 

The mechanism provides articulated front and rear sliders to maintain balance during stair 

negotiation therefore enabling autonomous stair~ilimbing operation. 

2.6 COG modification wheel cluster based stair~limber 

~t 

(a) barrier free mode (b) standing mode (c) hand rail assisted stair~~limb 

Fig. 26 COG modification stairi~1imber 

Photos/ illustration courtesy of John mlliamson (a) and (c), US patents 6,443,250 B1 (b) 
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, Featu res 

- Stair-climbing ability suitable to almost all stairs 

- Autonomous stair-climbing operation possible 

- Standing mode provided for eye level communication with standing persons and 

access to top shelves 

- Compact (cf. track based mechanism) 

- Operates as a general purpose powered wheelchair 

- Operates in almost all environments including sand, gravel, highly irregular surfaces 

and slopes up to -25' (surface permitting) in the direction of desired travel 

- Lightweight (cf. track based wheelchairs) 

, Negative points 

Requires assistance (one person) or appropriate hand rail/s for stair operation 

Must climb stairs backwards 

Expensive ($29,000 US as at Nov 2 1 2002) 

May be require prescription and special training (US FDA recommendation) 

Orbital stair-c]imbing operation may be uncomfortable for passengers 

Concern regarding balancing mechanism 

･ Comments 
In the case of a wheelchair with CM (COG modification) an appropriately located 

hand-rail can be used by the operator (user) to provide commands for the baiancing mechanism, 

alternatively operation by and assistant similarly to that shown in Fig. 2 1 (c). Fig. 26(a) shows the 

iBOTTM 3000 wheelchair 13 1 J [32] in barrier free mode, only the rear wheels make contact with 

the ground using the front casters to provide free wheeled steering. A11 four rear wheels are used 

to provide extra traction 4WD making operation on sand, gravel or unleveled surfaces possibie. A 

standing mode illustrated in Fig. 26(b) is provided, by balancing on two wheels eye to eye 

contact with standing persons is possible as weli as the reaching of upper shelves. Fig. 26(c) 

shows the stair-climbing operation, if a handrail is appropriately provided the user can negotiate 

the stairs unassisted. In the case of appropriate handrails not being available an assistant (person) 

is required. Autonomous operation on stairs using a single handrail is also possible. 
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2，7 Dual　wheel　clusterstairdimber

認　　　一、　一「一　一　　　　　～　　一』『導

（a）barricr　frcc　mode　　　　　　　　　　　（b）stair－climbing　m〔）de

Fig．27Dual　cluster－fr（｝nt　articulated　stair｛limber，“Freed〔）m”

　　　　　　　　　　　　Pho’o∫co翼”85y47b｝ア10Co、L1ゴo’！ゴ7ね’？1αgo、vσUπ’v8r51り→

● Features

　Stair｛1imbing　ability　suitab］e　to　most　standard　stairs

　Autonomous　stairdimbing　operation　p〔）ssible

　Operates　as　a　gcncral　purp〔）se　p｛）wered　wheelchair

● Negative　points

－　Must　chmb　stairs　backwards

－　Orbital　stair－dimbing　operati〔）n　may　bc　uncomfort呂ble　for　passengers

－　Largc（width820mm　cf．standard　powercd　whcclchair）

一　Hcavy（100Kg　cf、standard　powcred　wheclchair）

●　　　Comments

　　　　A　dual　cluster－front　articulatcd　stair－climber，“Freed〔）m”is　sh〔）wn　in　Fig．27［33」．This

whcclchair　operates　as　a　standard　powercd　wheelchair　when　conHgured　as　shown　in　Fig、27（a），
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using the rear wheels for drivc and front freewheeling casters The connguration is changed as 

shr]wn in Fig. 27(b) for stairilegotiation. Stair~limbing is forward down and back up. The front 

cluster rotates passively during stairilegotiation 

2.8 Miscellaneous stairi~ssist and van entry mechanisms 
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(a) Overhead whcclchair hoi¥~ t (b) Portable wheelchair liftcr (c) Seat lift/ wheelchair 

Fig. 28 Miscellaneous assistive mechanisms for stairs and van entry 

Photos courtes)' vf Outa Co. Japan (a) Tol'ota (b) and (c) 

e Features 

- Stair~)limbing ability suitable to most standard stairs (overhead whcelchair hoist [34]) 

- Van acccs,s ror most wheelchairs and passenger possible (portable whee]chair liftcr 

and scat lifu wheelchair [35D 

- Van provided with bui]t in dedicated seat/ wheelchair [ifter (seat lift/ wheclchair) 

- Van seat operates as a general purpose operator assisted wheclchair (seat lift/ 

wheelchair) 

- Wheelchair liftcr is lightweight and portablc (portable wheelchair lifter) 
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e Negative points 

- Expensive and dedicated to a single set of stairs (overhead wheelchair hoist) 

- Lifting of standard manually propelled wheelchair not supported (seat 

wheelchair) 

- Powered wheelchairs not supported (portable wheeichair lifter) 

lift/ 

e comments 
The provision of a seat which swivels out has become an option made available by most 

Japanese car manufactures, however the task of transfer to such as a wheelchair remains. One 

solution to this problem has been the provision of a seat which doubles as an assistant operated 

wheelchair shown in Fig. 28(c) r35]. 

2.9 Recent advances in mobility assistive devices for stairs or 

curbs, summary and discussion 

T'able i provides a broad categorization 

devices available at the time of writing. 

of curb or stair assist mobility enhancement 

Stair-climbing wheelchairs rated as highest risk devices 

Stair-climbing wheelchairs are currently rated as highest risk deviees "Class 111" 

alongside such as pacemakers (USA FDA.). Class 111 are defined generally as "life sustaining or 

life supporting, implanted in the body, or present an unreasonable risk of illness or injury." 

Furthermore the functionality they provide (stair-negotiation) is not considered necessary, rather 

such functionality is considered as "luxury." In light of such attitudes at government levels (UK, 

USA. etc.) the progress in regard to stair-climbing mobility has been/ is understandably slow. 

ChaBge to and from stair-angles 

In regard to autonomous stair climbing vehicles the phases requiring greatest care are the 

entering or exiting of a stair climb at the top of a set of stairs. This usually requires the careful 

synchronizing of the mechanism's change of angle and change of angle of the chair base in a 

controlled manner. That is, to avoid a sudden and uncontrolled tilt from a level angle to the stair 
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angle (typically 35') or visa versa. 

Table I Broad categorization of curb or stair assist mobility assistance devices 

Devi ce Advantages Disadvanta es 

Curb assi stive mechanism Hrgher curbs possible, More turnimg space required, not 
for wheelcharrs Fig. 1 6. retrofitable, Iow cost, compatible with all wheelchairs. 

li twei ht. 

Curb capable powered Excellent overall mobility in Additional weight makes assistance 

wheelchairs and mobility most envrronments including with stairs difficult, special provision 

scooters Fig. 17. curb negotiation. required for entry to such as a van. 

Track based stair climbers Simple autonomous operation on Only smts stairs with robust edges, 
Fig. 19 starrs and/ or steep slopes typically not well suited to general 

possible. Operation as a standard purpose operation. Heavy, special 

wheelchair to some extent provision required for entry to such 
possible. as a van. Must negotiate stairs 

backwards . 

Lightweight wheelcharr Stair-climbing possible on most Special training for assistant may be 

stair-climbing attachments stairs with only one assistant required. Orbital motion tends to 
Fig. 21 and Fig. 23 compact, Iightweight. passenger discomfort. 

Wheel cluster based Stair-climbing possible on most Orbital motion may eause passenger 
stair-climbers Fig. 24 stairs with only one assistant, discomfort. Special provision 

relatively eompact. Operat~on required for entry to such as a van. 

similar to standard powered 
wheelchair possible. 

COG modification wheel Excellent overail mobility in Concem regarding balancing 
cluster based stair-climbcr most environments including on mechamsm. Special provision 
Fig. 26 sand, gravel and stairs with little required for entry to such as a van. 

or no assistance. Must negotiate stairs backwards. 

Dual cluster whee l Autonomous stair-climbing Heavy, wide specral provlslon 
stair-climber Fig. 27 possible. Operation as a standard required for entry to such as a van. 

wheelchair to some extent Must negotiate stairs backwards . 

possible. 

Misc. overhead wheelchair Suitable to most stairs. Suitable Expensive, dedicated to a single set 

hoist Fig. 28(a) to most wheelchairs. of stairs. 

Misc. portable wheelchair Van access for most lightweight Powered wheelchairs not supported~ 
lifter Fig. 28(b) wheelchairs and passenger 

Portable, iightweight, low cost. 

Mise. seat lifi/ wheelchair Van access for dedicated seat/ Transfer required if a manually 
Fig. 28(c) wheelchair and passenger. propelled wheelchair is used. 

This controlled tilt function is provided by the assistant in the case of single assistant 

mechanisms. However in the case of the single assistant meehanisms outlined in this section the 

maintenance ofa constant seat angle is not possible. The seat angle is determined by the centred COG, 

that is, in the case of a single wheel cluster based meehanism the assistant must eonstantly alter the 
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wheelchair angle to counter the shifting COG. The provision of a mechanism to counter this COG 

shift, as well counter the orbital motion inherent would be desirable for both passenger comfort and 

safety. Some of the wheel cluster based mechanisms use solid rubber tyres, as noted in the previous 

section they tend to be less comfortable for the passenger and are prone to breaking (Scalamobile). 

The choice of solid rubber tires is assumed to reduce the size of the mechanism as well as increasing 

stability. 

Scalamobile iu Nagasaki 

The Scalamobile (Section 2 .4) has been used in Nagasaki for some years but noted to be 

quite uncomfortable for the person being carried and difficult to use. Special training is required 

for operators . Specific problems encountered on the slopes of Nagasaki were the automatic brake 

shown in Fig. 22(e) automatically locks the wheels when it drops over the front of a stair, 

however on roughly hewn or cast concrete stairs the brake often cuts in during use making 

operation very awkward. The inherent operator difficulty is partially being able to time the 

wheeichair to arrive at the edge of the stair for the next cycle illustrated in Fig. 22(a)-(d), and 

partially the inherent COG shift that occurs during the stepping cycle. The discomfort in being 

carried is the inherent oscillation that occurs on account of the orbital motion produced from the 

mechanism during stair climb. It must however be noted the orbital or stair-climbing speed is 

adjustable, therefore operating at a slower does reduce this. As with many such devices operator 

skill is central in providing user comfort. 

COG modified wheel cluster based stair-climber 

The iBOTTM 3000 perhaps represents the most advanced ali purpose stair-climbing 

mechanism at the time of writing. US government approval gained Nov 2 1 2002, FDA advisors 

urged a few limitations namely to ensure patients can use the complex technology safely, a 

doctor's prescription and special training to operate it 136j. 

Regarding the choice of mobility assistive solutions 

In regard to the overall issue of mobility assistive devices typically a range of options are 

available for any giv.en disability, that is there is significant overlap. The choice of "best ft" will 

be influenced to some degree by the perceived social acceptability in any given culture at any 

given time. Further preference may be influenced by personal experience, for example negative 
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experienees or impressions of people who used this or that mobility assistance device L37]. It is 

largely the roie of the "occupational therapist" (OT) to discern which device and or approach is 

best suited to any given individual. The decision must also by necessity reflect the longer term 

direction in which the disability is moving, whether the condition is expected to improve, be 

stable or degenerative. 

Summary 
This section outlined recent advances in mobility assistive devices for stairs assist and 

high step mechanisms available at the time of writing. A numbcr of functions are not provided by 

any mechanisms to date. The highest curb or single step negotiable is 1 50mm, however entrance 

to a van or to a traditional Japanese home represent high single steps ranging up to about 75cm in 

height. Further all stairs climbing mechanisms ascend stairs in reverse. Clearly operating a 

vehicle In the direction of desired travel represents a more logical mode of operation. A solution 

to these and other problems is proposed in the following section "Proposed high step and 

stair-climbing mechanism." 


